Explicit ion, implicit water solvation for molecular dynamics of nucleic acids and highly charged molecules.
An explicit ion, implicit water solvent model for molecular dynamics was developed and tested with DNA and RNA simulations. The implicit water model uses the finite difference Poisson (FDP) model with the smooth permittivity method implemented in the OpenEye ZAP libraries. Explicit counter-ions, co-ions, and nucleic acid were treated with a Langevin dynamics molecular dynamics algorithm. Ion electrostatics is treated within the FDP model when close to the solute, and by the Coulombic model when far from the solute. The two zone model reduces computation time, but retains an accurate treatment of the ion atmosphere electrostatics near the solute. Ion compositions can be set to reproduce specific ionic strengths. The entire ion/water treatment is interfaced with the molecular dynamics package CHARMM. Using the CHARMM-ZAPI software combination, the implicit solvent model was tested on A and B form duplex DNA, and tetraloop RNA, producing stable simulations with structures remaining close to experiment. The model also reproduced the A to B duplex DNA transition. The effect of ionic strength, and the structure of the counterion atmosphere around B form duplex DNA were also examined.